Recently Lotfi et al. (Numer. Algor. 68, 261-288, 2015) have developed a new family of optimal order eight for the solution of nonlinear equations. They have experimented with 3 members of the family and compared them to other eighth order methods. One of the best known eight order method was not included. They also did not mention the best choice of parameters in the methods used and why. The basins of attraction were given for several examples without a quantitative comparison. It will be shown how to choose the best parameters in all these methods, and to quantitatively compare the methods.
Introduction
Lotfi et al. [5] have developed the following eighth order family of optimal methods (denoted LSSS) y n = x n − v n , z n = y n − v n t n 1 − 2t n ,
where from here on we use the following:
and
The weight functions H, K, G satisfy
H (0) = 1, H (0) = 2, H (0) = 10, H (0) = 72.
They used in their comparison 3 members of their family (1) which we denote LSSS1, LSSS2 and LSSS3:
• LSSS1 G(u n ) = 1 − u n , K(s n ) = 2s n , H (t n ) = 1 + 2t n + 5t 
• LSSS2 G(u n ) = 1 − u n 1 + u n , K(s n ) = 2s n 1 + s n , H (t n ) = 1 + 3t n + 7t 2 n + 17t 3
• LSSS3
G(u n ) = 1 − 2u n 1 − u n , K(s n ) = 1 + 3s n 1 + s n − 1, H (t n ) = 1 + t n + 3t 2 n + t n + 3t 2 n + 14t 3 n 1 + t n .
They also include the following methods in their comparative study [5] : • BCST, a method by Babajee et al. [6] y n = x n − v n ( 
• CFGT, a method by Cordero et al. [7] y n = x n − v n ,
where the divided differences
Remark In the third substep, the second term on the right is similar to King's method correction with β = 3. It is possible to use other value of β without affecting the order.
• WL829, a family of methods by Wang and Liu [8] 
where the weight functions are
We also include the method by Wang and Liu [9] denoted WL8M which showed good results in our previous work (see, for example, Chun et al. [10] )
Extraneous fixed points
In solving a nonlinear equation iteratively we are looking for fixed points which are zeros of the given nonlinear function. Many multipoint iterative methods have fixed points that are not zeros of the function of interest. Thus, it is imperative to investigate the number of extraneous fixed points, their location and their properties. In the family of methods studied by Lotfi et al. [5] , we choose weight functions G, H, K as rational functions (see, for example, Chun et al. [11] ) in the following form
In order to satisfy the conditions (6)- (8), we have
The parameters c and g can be chosen to position the extraneous fixed points on the imaginary axis or, at least, close to that axis, (see, for example, Chun and Neta [12] ).
In order to find the extraneous fixed points, we rewrite the methods of interest in the form
where the function H f for LSSS method is given by
with G(u), H (t), K(s) are given in (20), (21), (22), respectively We have searched the parameter space (c, g) and found that the extraneous fixed points are not on the imaginary axis. We have considered two measures of closeness to the imaginary axis and experimented with those members from the parameter space.
Let E = {z 1 , z 2 , ..., z n c,g } be the set of the extraneous fixed points corresponding to the values given to c and g. We define
We look for the parameters c and g which attain the minimum of d (c, g ). This minimum occurs at c = −0.4, g = 1.5. We will call the corresponding method LSSS4.
Another method to choose the parameters is by considering the stability of z ∈ E defined by
where q is the iteration function of (23) . We define a function called the averaged stabilty value of the set E by
The smaller A becomes, the less chaotic the basin of attraction tends to. The minimum of A(c, g) occurs at c = 2.6, g = 3.2. We will call the corresponding method LSSS5.
Numerical experiments
The Basin of Attraction is a method to visually understand how a method behaves as a function of the various starting points. This idea was started by Stewart [13] and continued in the work of Amat et al. [14] [15] [16] [17] , Scott et al. [18] , Chun et al. [19] , Chun and Neta [20] , Chicharro et al. [21] , Cordero et al. [22] , Neta et al. [23, 24] , Argyros and Magreñan [25] , Magreñan [26] and Chun et al. [27] . The only papers comparing Fig. 1 The top left for LSSS1, top center for LSSS2 and top right for LSSS3, second row left for LSSS4, second row center for LSSS5 and right for BCST, third row left for CFGT, third row center for WL829 and third row right for WL8M for the roots of the polynomial z 2 − 1 basins of attraction for methods to obtain multiple roots are due to Neta et al. [28] , Neta and Chun [29, 30] , Chun and Neta [31, 32] .
We have used the 9 methods LSSS1, LSSS2, LSSS3, LSSS4, LSSS5, BCST, CFGT, WL829 and WL8M for 5 different polynomials. The choice of the parameters in the families used is based on the analysis in the previous section. All the examples have roots within a square of [−3,3] by [−3,3] . We have taken 360,000 equally spaced points in the square as initial points for the methods and we have registered the total number of iterations required to converge to a root and also to which root it converged. We have also collected the CPU time (in seconds) required to run each method on all the points using Dell Optiplex 990 desktop computer. We then computed the average number of iterations required per point and the standard deviation. Example 1 In our first example, we have taken the polynomial
whose roots are z = ±1. In Fig. 1 we have presented the basins for the 9 methods. The top left plot is for method LSSS1, the top center for LSSS2, and the top right for LSSS3. The second row left for LSSS4, second row center for LSSS5, second row right for BCST. The bottom row left is for CFGT, the bottom row center for WL8M, and the bottom right for WL829. It is clear that WL8M outperformed the others. This is a method we have added to the paper by Lotfi et al. [5] . The basins are separated by a straight line in the middle for WL8M without any black points (where the method used the maximum number of iterations). CFGT is second best. The plots only give a qualitative comparison. In our previous work (see [10, [32] [33] [34] ) we have introduced a quantitative method for comparison. In Table 1 we can see that the average number of iterations per point is very close to 2 for the best method and above 28 for BCST. The methods by Lotfi et al. [5] and WL829 used about 3 iterations per point. This says that all methods except BCST are equivalent. In Table 2 we have computed the standard deviation (σ ), so we can see how spread are the number of iterations per point. The smaller the value of σ the closer the number of iterations per point to the average. Again, the worst is BCST. In Table 3 we find the CPU time required to run each method on all the 360,000 points. The same conclusion is reached, namely BCST is the slowest (1389 s). We can also see that WL8M, WL829 and CFGT were the fastest (184-218 s). Table 4 gives the number of points for which a method requires 40 iterations. Here we see that again BCST is the worst (having 251,744 points) and the rest have 601-681 points out of 360,000.
Remark In [5] the basins have some black dots in the basins that should not be there. The reason for those black points is that the code did not check for convergence after every sub-step. We had that problem in a previous article [24] which we are in the process of correcting.
Example 2 Our next example is a cubic polynomial having the three roots of unity,
The basins of attraction are plotted in Fig. 2 . Now it is clear that the best performer is WL8M and the worst is BCST. The methods LSSS4 and LSSS5 performed better than the other members of the family by Lotfi et al. [5] . This indicated that our idea of choosing weight function so that the extraneous fixed points are close to the imaginary axis is useful. In terms of average number of iterations per point (see Table 1 ) the best is WL8M followed by WL829 and LSSS5. There is no difference between LSSS4 and LSSS3. The same conclusion one arrives at when inspecting the CPU time required (Table 3) . As to the number of points requiring 40 iterations (Table 4) it is clear that the best is WL8M followed by LSSS4, WL829 and LSSS5. The worst is BCST with 134,451 points requiring 40 iterations.
Example 3
Our next example is a quartic polynomial having the four roots of unity,
where the roots are symmetrically located on the axes. In some sense this is similar to the first example, since in both cases we have an even number of roots. The basins Fig. 3 The top left for LSSS1, top center for LSSS2 and top right for LSSS3, second row left for LSSS4, second row center for LSSS5 and right for BCST, third row left for CFGT, third row center for WL829 and third row right for WL8M for the roots of the polynomial z 4 − 1 of attraction are given in Fig. 3 . The best methods are WL8M and CFGT. Based on the average number of iterations per point we can say that WL8M is best followed by CFGT, LSSS5 and LSSS4 in that order. The same conclusion from Table 4 . In terms of CPU we have WL8M fastest followed by CFGT. but now WL829 is faster than LSSS4 and LSSS5.
Example 4
The fourth example is a polynomial
The plots of the basins are given in Fig. 4 . The best method is again WL8M followed by CFGT, WL829 and LSSS5 (see Tables 1 and 3 ). In terms of the number Fig. 4 The top left for LSSS1, top center for LSSS2 and top right for LSSS3, second row left for LSSS4, second row center for LSSS5 and right for BCST, third row left for CFGT, third row center for WL829 and third row right for WL8M for the roots of the polynomial z 5 − 1 of points requiring 40 iterations (Table 4) , we see the same order except that LSSS4 is much better than WL829.
Example 5
Our last example is a polynomial with complex coefficients
(32) This example was the hardest for many iterative methods as we found out in our previous work. The same conclusions can be seen from Fig. 5 . Based on Table 1 we conclude that WL8M is best followed by CFGT, LSSS5, WL829 and LSSS4 in that order. Both LSSS4 and LSSS5 are better than the original methods used by Lotfi et al. The top left for LSSS1, top center for LSSS2 and top right for LSSS3, second row left for LSSS4, second row center for LSSS5 and right for BCST, third row left for CFGT, third row center for WL829 and third row right for WL8M for the roots of the polynomial with complex coefficients [5] . The CPU time is much higher for all methods (see Table 3 ) but still WL8M was fastest followed by CFGT and WL829. Now LSSS1, LSSS2 and LSSS3 are slower even than BCST.
Conclusions
In Tables 1-4 we averaged the results across all 5 examples. Based on Table 1 , we find that WL8M and CFGT are best (3-4 iterations per point). The others require 5-7 iterations except BCST which requires 16 iterations per point. The fastest method on average is WL8M (674 s) followed by CFGT (820 s) and WL829 (858 s). LSSS4 and LSSS5 are next with 1128-1235 s. Similar conclusions one can find in Table 4 .
Overall we can say that WL8M is best and LSSS4 and LSSS5 are better than those suggested by Lotfi et al. [5] .
